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Introduction
The Chicago Community, Media & Research Partnership started in September 2019, with a mission to
explore how community media outlets can effectively share health research with communities and
populations experiencing health disparities in order to improve their health decision-making. Guided by a
nine-member Task Force and collaboratively led by Public Narrative and the Alliance for Research in
Chicagoland Communities (ARCC) at Northwestern University, the project was funded by the
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI). Over two years, our partnership built the
capacity of a broad group of community and
patient stakeholders, community media
journalists, and health researchers to
meaningfully connect and understand each
other’s perspectives, assets, and needs. This
informed the development of a framework
showing how health research findings can best
reach and serve under-served populations in
Chicago, via community media. We’re excited to
share the outcome of our work together.
From top left: Task Force members Jhmira Alexander,
Young Woon Han, Jesús del Toro, Maudlyne Ihejirika,
Jackie Serrato, Taneka Jennings, Rebecca Johnson, Jen
Brown, Mareva Lindo, and Darius Tandon, 02/13/20

Our partnership began by deepening our understanding of each other and our communities. In coming
together as a Task Force, we discovered common
ground between community stakeholders,
community media journalists, and health
researchers.
Task Force members Jesús del Toro (Editor-in Chief of La
Raza) and Candace Henley (Executive Director of Blue Hat
Foundation), 11/07/19
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Seven months into our work, the COVID-19 pandemic hit Chicago. Suddenly the question of how to
effectively communicate health information to communities experiencing health disparities became more
urgent than ever, as those who had always suffered most were now dying at an alarming rate from this
new and terrifying illness. Many members of
our Task Force witnessed and lived through
that suffering day in, day out.
Top row from left: Task Force members Phyllis Rodgers,
Mareva Lindo, Maudlyne Ihejirika, Rebecca Johnson;
second row from left: Jen Brown, Darius Tandon,
Jhmira Alexander, Candace Henley; third row from left:
Yong Hoon Lee, Jesús Del Toro, Taneka Jennings,
Shyam Prabhakaran; fourth row from left: Young Woon
Han, Jackie Serrato

We spent our second year listening to a wider group of community and patient stakeholders, community
media, and community-academic research partnerships. Here’s what we learned.

Perspectives from community and patient stakeholders
In a listening session conducted by members of the Task Force, we heard from community stakeholders
that included community service providers, patients, and caregivers. We learned that community and
patient stakeholders want health information that is actionable, provides resources, and that considers
questions of accessibility, cost, and any necessary translation. One participant said:

“What I would like to hear or see would be transformative news. Something that people
can all participate to change the situation. Of course, just like the other speaker saying,
it should be underlined by a systemic analysis.” (Click the link to listen)

We heard from community and patient stakeholders that:
●

Community stakeholders are specifically interested in health justice and serving BIPOC (Black,
Indigenous, People of Color) and other communities and populations most impacted by health
inequities.

●

Communities should be key leaders in driving research focus and design, not just researchers.
Community stakeholders expressed a lack of trust in research, and frustration with how often
research is mismatched with their own priorities and needs.

●

Communities are not monoliths. There are wide differences in where and how different segments of
communities access health information. For example, older community members may be more likely
to access print media instead of digital media.

●

Communities and populations have community media they trust. For communities and populations
not served by community media, community organizations and leaders have expertise in how to
communicate and engage with them.
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Community members expressed that they want to hear health research from trusted voices, like their
doctor, health care professional, or a community organization. We also heard how impactful it is to hear
community members’ stories, as one participant said in a Spanish-language listening session:

“Yo creo que para mí es muy relevante todos los testimonios de nuestra gente que ha
pasado situaciones difíciles. Para mí, eso tiene un gran impacto. Nos impacta porque es
algo que realmente se está viviendo, no es algo como que leímos o algo que las noticias
dijeron y a lo mejor sabemos que a veces las noticias son muy amarillistas. Y los
testimonios para mí son lo más original, lo más creíble.” (Click the link to listen)
English translation: “I think for me, all the testimonies of our people who have been through difficult
situations are very relevant. For me, that has a great impact. It has an impact on us because it’s something
that they’re really experiencing, not something we read about or something the news said, and we know that
sometimes the news can be sensational. And the testimonies for me are the most original, the most credible.”

Perspectives from community media
Throughout the project we have used the term “community media” to refer to community or independent
media outlets that serve specific community areas, or regional African American, Latinx, Asian, Arab,
Native American, LGBTQ or immigrant populations. In a listening session with community media
journalists, they overwhelmingly highlighted the need for research to speak to the specific audiences they
serve. One participant said:

“Connect your research to how people are living their lives. Don't just send us research
for the sake of research.”

We heard from community media that:
●

Community media are an invaluable resource with a unique connection to specific populations or
local communities. Community media often has the interest and capacity to tell longer, more
in-depth health stories that apply to their audiences. Many community media journalists are most
interested in stories serving BIPOC and other communities most impacted by health disparities.

●

Most community media outlets don’t have the time, reporters, or resources for a dedicated health
beat. Community media face deep fiscal challenges that have only been exacerbated by COVID.
However, COVID has increased the amount of coverage dedicated to health, and broadened
community media journalists’ understanding of what a health story is.

●

Researchers need to do a better job of focusing on community priorities and communicating more
clearly. Health research often uses complex or arcane language, which community media journalists
often don’t have the time or knowledge to translate into clearer language for their audiences.

●

Community media are interested in the following types of research engagement, support and
resources: Connections with relevant health sources (health researchers, health providers,
patients/survivors); fiscal resources to hire health reporters or pay freelancers for health stories; paid
health reporting and training opportunities (i.e. fellowships, residencies, etc.).
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Across the board, community media journalists want researchers to understand the value of community
media. One listening session participant said:

“Community media organizations matter, and in some ways matter more than the big
ones. You need to go where your people are and community organizations do that. They
are community first. So don't ignore us.”

Perspectives from health researchers and research partnerships
One clear message throughout our work has been the importance of consistent community engagement.
In a listening session with community-engaged research partnerships, one health researcher said:

"I think one thing that's coming to mind is, you know, even before disseminating to
community, I think, you know, we are working with some community health centers, and
because of a lot of turnover it's a lot harder for us to maintain the buy-in in the
partnership. And so a lot of our efforts as the process is going, is really trying to
communicate with them about the project and what we're seeing, like the feedback
from the participants."
Stakeholders across the board stressed how critical it is to engage and partner with members of the
communities that will be most impacted by the research. It needs to be done at the earliest stage of
research, and throughout--not just when it comes time to share the findings.

We heard from health researchers and research partnerships that:
●

Health research findings are often not actionable by communities, patients, or caregivers directly.
Communities are weary of research that offers information without real-life solutions.

●

Researchers don’t usually have strong training or experience in communicating their findings in a
way that’s clear and understandable to the public.

●

Research partnerships typically don’t have adequate funding, infrastructure or other support
allocated for dissemination. Funders could make changes to address these issues.

●

Researchers don’t typically have an understanding of, or connections with, community media.
University communications offices have knowledge and relationships with larger mainstream media
(national and local), but not community media. Academic institutions value and reward publishing in
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peer-reviewed academic journals over community outlets, so researchers are not incentivized to
prioritize sharing with community. It may be necessary to engage additional stakeholders (or have
more focused engagement) in order to understand how communities access health information,
and what community media they use and trust.
●

There may be a role for policy think tanks or advocacy groups with more resources to analyze
findings across multiple research studies, pull out key pieces, and break them down into actionable
pieces. Deeply understanding community audiences is crucial to identifying and translating the most
impactful messages.

Our Framework
Our Task Force developed the “Making Research Accessible Through Community Media”
framework (below) to help community-academic research partnerships determine whether and
how to engage community media as an effective strategy for sharing actionable health research
findings with communities or populations impacted by the research. The framework provides a
set of key questions to guide research partnerships through the process of sharing relevant
health information in impactful ways.
Click here to see the full framework, including key questions and guidance on how it is
intended to be used.
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Framework: Making Research Accessible Through Community Media
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Key project learnings:
●

Mass media and traditional research both have issues of representation and community
trustworthiness. Much like community-academic research partnerships can help to ensure broader
community engagement and dissemination, community media journalists and outlets are more likely
to be trusted and used by communities and populations impacted by health inequities. Community
media and community-academic research partnerships both tend to have more diverse community
representation, and serve more diverse audiences.

●

There is a key difference in what community, community media, and health researchers think
should be shared from health research. Researchers talk about research findings; whereas
community stakeholders and community media are interested in actionable health information.

●

Community-academic research partnerships have a spectrum of engagement, and often the
community engagement should be strengthened. Most communities and media don’t know about
community-engaged approaches to research. When communities and media think about research,
they are more likely to think about research than is not engaged. Investments in building strong
community relationships and partnerships will also improve communication of research findings at
the end of a project.

●

This framework is just one step towards making health research more accessible. Community,
community media, and health research stakeholders expressed a need for structural changes within
the research enterprise (including universities and funders) and media landscape in order to make
the focus and communication of health research more impactful and actionable to communities and
populations experiencing health disparities.

Acknowledgment: The Chicago Community, Media & Research Partnership was funded through a
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) Eugene Washington PCORI Engagement Award
(15934-NWU)
Disclaimer: The views, statements, and opinions presented are solely the responsibility of the author(s) and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI), its Board of
Governors, or Methodology Committee.
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PROJECT LEADERS:
The project leaders are Jen Brown, MPH, Co-Director and Co-Founder of the Alliance for Research in
Chicagoland Communities (ARCC); Jhmira Alexander, President and Executive Director of Public
Narrative; Rebecca Johnson, PhD, Independent Researcher specializing in community engagement and
partnership; and Mareva Lindo, Director of Media Engagement at Public Narrative.

PROJECT TASK FORCE:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Phyllis Rodgers, Executive Director, PEER Plus Education & Training Advocates
Candace Henley, Executive Director, Blue Hat Foundation
Taneka Jennings, Campaign Manager, Adoptees For Justice (immediate past Deputy Director of
HANA Center)
Jesús Del Toro, Editor-in-Chief, La Raza
Maudlyne Ihejirika, Multimedia Journalist and TV/Radio Commentator (immediate past President
of National Association of Black Journalists-Chicago & Chicago Journalists Association)
Yazmin Dominguez, Coordinator, Chicago Independent Media Alliance
Jackie Serrato, Editor-in-Chief, South Side Weekly
Darius Tandon, PCORI-funded researcher at Northwestern University
Shyam Prabhakaran, PCORI-funded researcher at University of Chicago

For more information go to publicnarrative.org/partnerships or email partnerships@publicnarrative.org.
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